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Temporal [Sudden storm]

Usually lasting some tens of minutes, a sudden storm is an atmospheric phenomenon marked by heavy rain, strong winds, 

thunder, and lightning. Like falling rain wetting the ground, sometimes feeding, sometimes flooding, Frantz’s painting is fed 

by the paint that flows and penetrates the canvas. An inundation of paint. Temporal uses a reduced palette to fill the 

exhibition space and silence the eye with turbulent black and white skies.

Considering the Portuguese term temporal also as an idea concerning the temporality of objects and ideas, the approach to 

the artist’s creative practice in this exhibition goes beyond contrast between the transitory and permanence. By considering 

time as another element in composing the world, the artist incorporates it in an intimate dialogue with space and its 

boundaries. As Deleuze puts it: “Time is no longer related to the movement it measures, but rather movement to the time 

that conditions it. Moreover, movement is no longer the determination of objects but the description of a space, a space we

must set aside in order to discover time as the condition of action”. (1)

The artist’s work takes form based on those affective connections and relationships. Through the generosity of other artists,

Frantz sheathes the walls and floors of studios, which remain intact when covered. Layers and layers of paint accumulate in

 a slow construction that records the processes of other artists. In a carefree acceptance of the passage of time, these spaces

receive drips of paint, amass different colours, the marks of paint tins, footprints, accumulated dust. These traces and

discarded gestures are framed by the artist and later become the work.

Paintings materialise, therefore. Paintings that break with two-dimensionality, allowing themselves to be stepped on, touched

and handled. Paintings that come from different places, questioning the idea of authorship and breaking down the aura of 

the work of art. Paintings that are document and collection; and which become canvases, pots and books containing Frantz’s

creative process. 

Temporal brings together more than 25 years of art production, and surpasses those different moments. By putting the floor

of the artist’s studio from the early 90s into dialogue with pots completed only two months ago, this exhibition seeks to 

reveal how the artist’s action unfolds into everyday timeframes, and constructs different scenes from abstract space, potent

in their unique fragments. Drips and pools, wind and lightning. Beyond brief moments of discharge, becoming timeless.
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(1) DELEUZE, Gilles. Essays Critical and Clincal / Gilles Deleuze; translation Daniel W. Smith and Michael A. Greco – London: Verso, 1998. 


